Chimeric drift in allophenic mice.
The composition of the immune system of 33 allophenic mice of four different types [C57BL/6 in equilibrium DBA/1, C57BL/6 in equilibrium (CBA X CBA/H-T6), C57BL/6 in equilibrium (A X SJL), DBA/1 in equilibrium (CBA X CBA/H-T6)] was studied. It was found that the parental composition of the peripheral white blood cells changed significantly during a two-month interval in 11/33 or 33% of the mice studied. This phenomenon has been termed chimeric drift. The animals were sacrificed between 9 and 16 months of age, and the parental composition of the peripheral white blood cells, spleen white blood cells, and thymocytes was determined on the day of sacrifice. It was foound that the peripheral white blood cell and spleen white blood cell compositions showed a high degree of correlation. However 8/33 or 24% of the mice studied showed discordance of the spleen and thymocyte cell populations. Seven of the 8 mice which showed spleen-thymocyte discordance, had also shown evidence of chimeric drift earlier in their lives. We suggest that this is evidence that chimeric drift may have an immunological basis.